
Frames are another step beyond a 
simple truss, where members can 
have MORE THAN 2 connections.

These members are not in pure 
tension/compression like the rest of 
the truss, but also in BENDING.

To solve, we treat the truss as usual, 
but take care with the members in 
bending - you cannot assume you 
know the force direction without 
doing a non-concurrent FBD.

In this example, member <srq> is in 
bending. This means the force at q is 
not necessarily in line with the 
member axis (as in pure tension / 
compression).
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Reactions First!

Take moment at p (the pin joint) 
to find reaction at q (the roller)

+ (25*(1.2+1.65) ) - (Fq*1.7 )  = 0
(Fq*1.7 ) = 71.25 
Fq = 71.25 /1.7 = 41.9118 kN (Up)

Fpy + Fq = 0
Fpy = -Fq = -41.9118 kN (Down)

Fpx + 25 = 0
Fpx = -25 kN (Left)

This means the force at p is 48.8016 @ 239.184o

(Not that we really care, because it is easier to leave in components)

Example

A = 25 kN
B = 1200 mm
C = 1650 mm
D = 1700 mm

Solve all forces the 3  
members.

By inspection, there is 1 
member in bending, <srq>.

Frames Eg 1
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Do Joint p 
(Method of joints)
Solve FP by CAD
Start with known forces 
Fpy (41.9118 @ 270o) and 
Fpx (25kN@0o)

From Force Polygon;
Fpr = 47.1462 kN
Fpq = 3.4091 kN

Do Joint p (Method of joints)

Fpy = -41.9118 kN
Fpx = -25 kN

We can solve the 3 force member <srq> using equilibrium.

Frames Eg 1.b
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Above is FBD for member <srq> from CAD.
The force at joint q is 42.0502 kN
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Solve Non-concurrent 
equilibrium for member <srq>
(From joint p we know;)
Fqy = 41.9118 kN
Fpr = 47.1462 kN
Fpq = 3.4091 kN

Take moment at joint q for 
FBD = <srq>;
Perp distance = 1511.2567 mm

+(25 * 2.85) - (47.1462 * 1.5113)  = 0
+(25 * 2.85) = 71.25 
-(47.1462 * 1.5113) = -71.2521
(Yes it works)

We didn't need to do moment eqn because we 
already have only TWO unknowns, so can 
solve directly with equlibrium Fx, Fy (or 
FP)...

This gives a force at q of 
42.05 kN @ 94.65 o
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This gives a force at q of 
42.05 kN @ 94.65 o

Interesting!
If we look at the X,Y components of this 
force at q, we see the Fqx and Fqy we got last 
time.
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From CAD (Force Poly)Force Fpr = 
47.15 kN
Force Fq = 42.05 kN

CHECK: 94.649o

Fqy = 42.05*cos(4.649) = 41.9116 kN
Fqx =  42.05*sin(4.649) = 3.408 kN
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A = 30kN, B = 5m
Do reactions, then 
go straight to FBD of 
member <utsq> or <prt>.

Setting up for moment eqn for 
FBD of member <utsq>;

We know force at s is horiz.
We know Fq is vert = 37.5 kN
We know Force A.
Find magnitude of Fs;

Mom at p:
+ (30*(3+4.5+5)) - (Fq*10) = 0
Fq =  375 /10 = 37.5 kN
Fpy =   -37.5 kN
Fpx = -30 kN
(Very simple force balance)

Mt = 0
+(30*5) + (Fs*4.5) - (37.5*5) = 0 
Fs*4.5 = -150 + 187.5  = 37.5 
Fs = 37.5 /4.5 = 8.3333 kN

Frames Eg 2
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Now we can solve all forces on body <utsq> 
2 unknowns... Force Polygon
Take care...
These are all the forces applied
TO the body <utsq>.
(Joint "t" = 43.43kN@239.98o)

If we can solve all forces on body <prt> 
by a Force Polygon, we get the SAME
value at joint t = 43.31 kN
But opposite direction.

Explanation
There are TWO forces at any joint.
(Sometimes more)
You need to specify WHICH force;
E.g. What is the force applied 
BY <prt> TO <utsq>.
(Joint "t" = 43.43kN@239.98o)

Alternatively - you could start the 
question on member <prt>...
Take Mom at t;
- (Fpy*5)+(Fpx*7.5)-(Fr*4.5) = 0
-(37.5 * 5 ) +(30*7.5) = (Fr * 4.5)
37.5 = (Fr * 4.5)
Fr = 37.5 / 4.5 = 8.3333 kN 
(Same value as last time!!!)
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E.g. What is the force applied 
BY <prt> TO <utsq>.
(Joint "t" = 43.43kN@239.98o)
or
What is force applied By <utsq> to <prt>?
(Joint "t" = 43.31kN@59.98o)
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Find Reaction at B:
FBD = whole crane
Take moment at A: 

(tonne-m)

(100*0) - (120*1) + (200*13) +(600*12) +(140*56) + (48*82) - (Rb*26) = 0

(100*0) - (120*1) + (200*13) +(600*12) +(140*56) + (48*82) = (Rb*26)

(100*0) - (120*1) + (200*13) +(600*12) +(140*56) + (48*82) = 21,456 
Rb = 21,456 / 26 = 825.2308 tonnes

       = 825.2308 *9.81 = 8095.5141 kN

Container Crane
Monday, 25 July 2011
7:44 PM
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Take FBD = Boom.
Non-current.
Take moment at F.

-(Fy*50)+(140*30)+(48*56) = 0
+(140*30)+(48*56)  = 6888 
Fy = 6888/50 = 137.76 t
     = 137.76*9.81 = 1351.4 kN

This is only the VERTICAL 
component of the cable. Need to 
convert to cable tension.

1351.4kNF?

Angle = atan(3/5) = 30.964 deg
180-30.964 = 149.036 (360 deg notation)
F = 1351.4/sin(30.964)  = 2626.63kN

(2626.63/9.810 = 267.7503 tonnes)

Container Crane 2
Monday, 25 July 2011
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Fx = 50/30*1,351.4 = 2252.33kN
Fx=  2626.63*cos(30.964) = 2252.31kN
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Define a FBD1.
Solve equilibrium (Use moment eqn if required)2.

Every statics problem can be broken down to a 2 step process.

Step 1: A FBD means chop away stuff and replace with forces.

Step 2: Solve equilibrium:

Non- Concurrent. 

Concurrent, or 2 unknowns.

Solving Statics
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